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The construction of a new photon facility, SPring-8, is being
started this year in Harima, Japan, and the first photon beam is to be
supplied to I'sers in 1998. As a next generation photon source, this
facility will rely mainly upon insertion devices like the APS.

The source has two characteristic features. One is that the photon
flux is very powerful. In atomic physics target density is often very
dilute, and, in many cases, coincidence measurement is desirable to get
more definite conclusions. Only with the advent of an intense photon
source such studies become tractable and will compensate a thin target
density. Another feature is that it can yield photons as high as one
hundred or two hundred keV as seen in Fig. 1. The lower part of the
figure shows the absorption edges of all elements. Since the K-edge of
uranium is about 120 keV, the new source can be used to ionize even the
innermost shell of the heaviest element.

Recently the committee of the new facility has decided to install
long-distance undulators in addition to 6.5-m undulators. These 30-m
undulators can yield photons of much higher brilliance, or soft x-rays, of
higher coherency. They may also be used to develop FEL (free electron
laser) in soft x-ray region in the future. Therefore our proposals include
the studies which require not only hard x-rays but also soft x-rays.

In order to discuss the possible projects in the field of atomic
physics with these new photon sources, a group was organized in
December 1988. Members of the group are listed in Table 1. The group
consists of about 30 Japanese atomic physicists who have interests in the
researches with this new facility. Two third of them have experience
using existing SR sources.

The following themes have been discussed (multiply charged ion is
abbreviated to MCI).

1) Spectroscopy of atoms and molecules.
2) Photoionization of ions (inclusive of MCI)
3) MCI-trap (spectroscopy of MCI, cold MCI plasma)
4) Collisions of very slow MCI
5) Electronic and atomic structures of microclusters
6) Plasm
The report of the working group was printed last May in Japanese,

and my talk is about its contents.
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Table 1. List of group members

Y. Achiba, N. Kobayashi, and K. Okuno (Tokyo Metropolitan Univ.)
H. Anbe, Y. Awaya, and M. Takami (RIKEN)
I. Arakawa, and T. Hirayama (Gakusyuin Univ.)
N. Hishinuma (Tokyo Univ.)
Y. Itikawa (Inst. of Space and Astronautical Science)
Y. Isozumi, and T. Mukoyama (Kyoto Univ.)
Y. Itoh (Johsai Univ.)
S. Kawatsura (Kyoto Inst. of Technology )
M. Kimura (Osaka Univ.)
T. Koizumi (Rikkyo Univ.)
H. Maezawa, A. Ogata, and A. Yagishita (KEK)
T. Mizokawa (Nagaoka College of Technology)
S. Ohtani, M. Sakurai, K. Sato, and H. Tawara (National Inst. for

Fusion Science)
N. Saito (Electrotechnical Lab., MITI)
Y. Saito (Nagoya Univ.)
Y. Sato (Tohoku Univ.)
M. Terasawa, and T. Sekioka (Himeji Inst. of Technology)
J. Yoda (National Res. Lab. of Metrology)
M. Yoshino (Shibaura Inst. of Technology)

1. Spectroscopic study of atoms and molecules

When atoms or molecules absorb high energy photons, inner shell
electrons are excited or ionized. Inner hole states are generally unstable,
and several kinds of ions are finally produced through successive Auger
decays. Such a process is one of the fundamental processes of interaction
between high energy photons and matter. In such a study the following
information is essential:

1) energies of hole states.
2) ionization potentials to produce multiply charged ions.

Though binding energies of electrons in atoms and molecules are
elementary quantities, it is not always easy to determine the accurate
values. Particularly those of multiply charged ions which are determined
overwhelmingly from theoretical calculations or empirical laws at the
present stage. Such examples are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
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Regarding inner-hole states, the following topics are considered:

a) absorption spectroscopy -- absolute measurements of photoabsorption
b) photoelectron and Auger-electron spectroscopy — energy and angular
distributions of photo- and Auger electrons
c) charge analysis of product photoions and their yield
d) coincidence between ejected particles (electrons, photons, and ions)
e) partial cross sections for ionization of inner orbitals as a function of
photon energies.
f) partial cross sections for producing multiply charged ions as a function
of photon energies.
g) dissociation after photoexcitation of a specific atomic site in a molecule,
h) phoioetching and photodesorption from solid surfaces and analysis of
surface electronic structure.

To give an example, Breinig et al. (1980) measured the spectra
near the L-absorption edge of Xe with high resolution and determined the
hole states of 2s-lnl, 2p-lnl, and binding energies of 2s and 2p electrons
as limiting values of these hole states. Such methods can be applied to
other atoms or ions.

Another method of study the processes is photoion measurement.
Such an example is shown in Fig. 4 which was copied from the work of
Nagata et al. (1989).

Not only atoms but ions including multiply charged ions will be the
target of investigation with the future SR. There exist about 4000 species
of MCI as shown in Fig. 5. In other words, atomic physics can be extended
to two-dimensional from one-dimensional field, and investigation through
isoelectronic sequences can be performed. Such systematic study becomes
possible only when multiply charged ions are made targets.

2. Photoionization of ions

Experimental data of photoionization of ions are very scarce since
a sufficiently high density of target ions is not readily available. In
particular, no measurements for MCI have been reported so far. Even
employing both intense SR and ion sources of high density such as ECRIS
will not be enough to measure the processes by using a crossed beam
method. An approach involving collinear interaction of photon- and ion-
beams will have to be applied. This method was employed already by
Dolder's group to measure ionization cross sections of some singly-
charged ions. In Fig.6 the conceptual experimental setup is shown.
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The development of high density ion sources and the technique of
beam transport including merging beam method are essential for this
project. This year we will start research and development of this
technique.

3. Multiply charged ion trap

Ion traps can confine ions of very low-energy in small space, and
they are useful tools for making precise spectroscopy of ions. By trapping
singly charged ions a lot of works have already been reported.

In this project MCI are trapped, and sectroscopic investigation of
the MCI and a study on cold plasma composed of MCI are to be
undertaken (Fig. 7). Transition wavelengths among fine or hyperfine
structures of certain MCI get into the accessible region for the
conventional lasers. These transitions can also be used for laser cooling of
the trapped ions.

Production of cold MCI is one of the very important factors for
efficient trapping. For such a purpose, the use of inner-shell
photoionization by X-ray is known to be the best method. The recoil
energies of ions produced by x-ray absorption are compared in Fig. 8
with those produced by heavy ion impact.

For MCI, cross sections of charge transfer with residual gas is
certainly large. We have estimated the lifetimes of MCI when they are in
the residual gas pressure of 10-llTorr (Fig. 9).

Before storing MCI in an actual trap, we measured, as a test, the
charge distribution of Xe produced through hard x-ray absorption. A
beam of white x-ray from a 5.8 GeV electrons in an accumulator ring in
the National Laboratory for High Energy Physics in Tsukuba was
interacted with Xe gas target. The spectral feature of the photon beam is
shown in Fig. 10. The lower energy side was cut by Be window.

Fig. 11 shows the TOF spectrum observed. The mean charge is
estimated as 8.8. This mean charge is compared with the previous
measurements (Fig. 12).

Development of a one-dimensional ion trap
A highly-charged-ion source, EBIS (electron beam ion source) has

been successfully used so far. Constructing a highly charged ion source by
replacing an electron beam with an SR beam and by trapping product
ions radially by multipole rf field is proposed. This ion source may be
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called a one-dimensional ion trap or photon-beam-ion source. It can also
be used as a tool foi studying photon-ion interactions inside the trap.

4. Collisions of very slow MCI

An MCI has a high internal energy in itself. It is known that such
high potential of MCI manifests its specific character when they are
interacted with a target at as low a velocity as possible.

In our proposal, we prepare low energy MCI-beams of very
narrow energy distribution by crossing supersonic atomic beams with SR
(Fig. 13).

In some cases angular distributions are also investigated.

5. Structure and Electronic States of Microclusters

Though size selection is by far easier for ionic species than for
neutral species, neutral clusters are, in almost all cases, much more
abundantly produced. By using the magnetic interaction between the
field of hexapole magnet and the magnetic moment of clusters, we can
make size selection even for neutral clusters. Methods of XPS or XAFS are
then applied to analyze those isolated, size-selected clusters (Figs. 14-15).

In our proposal, microclusters are produced by making a pulsed
laser of high power illuminate solid surfaces. By running through the
inhomogeneous magnetic field, only clusters of certain size can converge
to a given point to be analyzed by XPS or XAFS.

So far is the outline of our report. Our investigation is focussed
mainly on the processes involving MCI. As R&D, developing the beam
transport and ion trapping techniques of MCI are in progress.
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Ionization Energy of Iron Ions

Spec trum
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Multiple photoionization of Cs due to creation of 4d hole state

partial ion-yield spectra (ion-yield cross sections)

From J. Phys. B 22,3865 (1989)
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Experiments with MCI Trap

1) High resolution spectroscopy

Doppler-free LIF

-> QED-term of higher order, nuclear structure

El-allowed transition;

separation of energy levels «c 1

lifetime *: Z"4

El-forbidden line; e.g.,

Ar X " 2s22p5 2

Ar XI 2s22p4 3

Ar XIV 2s22p 2

2) Study on cold plasma

High Coulomb interaction -->

Collective motion or phase transition of ion cloud

parameter P" = (q2/a)/kT, where

4/371: a3 = P" 1
/ f>: density of ions

at H =155 liquid -?~ solid

2P
*3/2

2
P 1 / n
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Lifetime of multicharged ions in ion trap

Assumptions for estimation:
1) lifetime is determined solely by charge

transfer reaction with residual gas;
T = (rfnv)-l

2) charge transfer <£ ;
tf q,q-i=2.48 x io-15ql.l7 [cm2]

2) ion temperature; T = 0.1 eV/n
3) residual gas pressure; p = 10~H Torr

q

5
10
20
40

d^q-lfcm2

1.6(-14)
3.7(-14)
8:3(-14)
1.7(-13)

) T(sec)

430
190

84
40

Fig.9
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SR beam

,—ft. photoelect ron/
EXAFS detector

Apparatus for studying
size — selected micr-oolusters
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Laser

Cluster source

Laser A: target(solid)
B: channel
C: target support
D: carrier gas supply
E: skimmer
F: pulse motor
H: chamber for size selection

Fiff.15
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